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INITIATION - SHORT FORM 

 
(The Prologue and Royal Court are not presented with this Initiation process.) 

 

Shall be memorized 

 

GTC:  Traditions of the Tall Cedars of Lebanon are based upon the 

important historical occurrences at the time of the building of King 

Solomon’s Temple.  They deal with a chapter of the Temple’s 

history, which is covered by the Degree work of our Fraternity.  

According to our accepted traditions, it follow that the hewers of 

wood in the forest of Lebanon, as well as the hewers of stone in 

Jerusalem, were bound together in a League of Fraternal 

Brotherhood. 

 

Brother Guide, you will present the candidates before the Altar. 

 

(Candidates are brought before the Altar) 

 

GTC:  Brother Guide, whom have you here? 

 

GUIDE:  Brother Grand Tall Cedar, these are (number) workmen 

from the cities of the Kingdom, who desire to become hewers of 

timber in the forest of Lebanon. 

 

GTC:  Are they of good report? 

 

GUIDE:  They are well known to me and many of the Brethren. 

 

GTC:  Are they skilled in any craft? 
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GUIDE:  They are skilled wood carvers and master workmen but, 

hearing of the need for the more hewers of timber, have offered 

themselves for your service, whatever it may be. 

 

GTC:  Workmen, you are most welcome for there is great need for 

more hewers in the Forest.  From Holy Writ, 1st Kings: 5 and 

previous teachings, we have learned that King Solomon, who many 

years ago joined our Forest and had faithfully kept our secrets and 

traditions, appealed to King Hiram of Tyre to assist him in the 

building of a Temple at Jerusalem by furnishing him the timber 

which would be hewed by the Sidonians in our Forest, brought down 

to sea, conveyed in floats to Joppa and thence overland to Jerusalem.  

A fraternal brotherhood existed among the hewers of timber in the 

forest of Lebanon as well as among the hewers of stone in the 

quarries at Jerusalem. This hewer’s fraternity was known as the Tall 

Cedars of Lebanon.  It was instituted by a royal decree in the days of 

King Amaram so that the workers in Lebanon should live and work 

together in harmony and brotherly love.  To members of this 

Fraternity only are imparted the secrets of the Forest.  Do you desire 

to learn these secrets? 

 

GUIDE:  You will answer, I do. 

 

CANDIDATES:  I do. 

 

GTC:  Are you willing to bind yourselves to us by a solemn and 

lasting Obligation? 

 

GUIDE:  You will answer, I am. 

 

CANDIDATES:  I am. 
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GTC:  (3 Raps) Place your right hand over your heart and in an 

audible voice say:  I,---pronounce your name and repeat after me---in 

the Presence of the Grand Tall Cedar of _________ Forest, No. ____ 

Tall Cedars of Lebanon---the Senior Deputy Grand Tall Cedar and 

the Junior Deputy Grand Tall Cedar---with these Tall Cedars as my  

witness and before---this Altar of Cedar Wood,---do hereby promise 

and vow that I will never reveal---any of the secrets of Tall Cedarism 

that may now---or at any future time, be imparted to me as such. 

Furthermore I promise--that I will firmly support—the Supreme 

Forest and its Officers—and will abide by and loyally obey-all laws, 

rules, regulations-orders and directives-lawfully promulgated by 

them;- and in the same manner-I will loyally support the Officers and 

obey the authority and Laws-of this, or any other Forest, with which I 

may hereafter be connected. 

 

Furthermore, I promise that I will neither alter nor change, subtract 

from, nor add to- the written or unwritten work of the Order-as set 

forth by the Supreme Forest,- nor will I hold Cedar communication- 

with anyone - who is not a Tall Cedar in good standing- in a lawfully 

chartered Forest. 

 

Furthermore, I promise - that I will never consent to – nor assist in 

the introduction – into any of the ceremonies of the Forest, - or into 

any meeting or festivities - under its name or auspices, - anything 

indecent,- obscene,- irreverent,- immoral,- or harmful to the person or 

property of anyone. 

 

To the faithful observance – of all these promises I sincerely vow, - 

binding myself anew by all the penalties –of any obligations-I have 

ever taken elsewhere. So help me God, - and keep me ever firm and 

true- in this my solemn vow.  (GTC – 1 Rap to seat the Forest) 
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JUNIOR DEPUTY GTC:  Tall Cedars, before you is the Altar of 

Cedar Wood.  The original meaning of the word “cedar” is firmly 

rooted, strong tree.  So may you ever be firmly rooted and strong in 

your love for our Order.  And as cedar wood is everlasting, so is the 

solemn obligation which you have just taken.  Ever be mindful of 

your threefold promise of Secrecy, Loyalty, and Decency. 

 

SENIOR DEPUTY GTC:  Brother Tall Cedars, we welcome you in 

Friendship, Love and Brotherhood.  Tall Cedarism is but another 

name for Hospitality and Good Cheer.  Friendliness, Sociability and 

Good Fellowship are the cardinal principles of Tall Cedarism so that 

when you meet a Tall Cedar, you may be certain you are meeting a 

Friend, a Brother and a Good fellow. We welcome you as a member 

of ________ Forest, No._____. 

 

GTC: The obligation, which you have just taken, is the same given to 

all who enter the Forest.  At some future time you will witness the 

Prologue and Royal Court, which represents the throne of King 

Hiram of Tyre, for your enjoyment.  You will now be instructed in 

the Secret Work by the District Deputy Supreme Tall Cedar. 


